CREATE A VALUES-DRIVEN CULTURE / DEVELOP LEADERS

NEUR OCH AN GE SOLUTIONS.CO M

Smart organizations are realizing that employees are their greatest asset.
If you’re ready to shift your culture and build an emotionally intelligent,
resilient, creative, and fully engaged team and leaders, then our workshop
experience offers powerful insights, along with tools for change.
This experience enables individuals to harness the incredible power of
their brains to make sigificant changes. The result is positively transformed
corporate cultures and developed leaders.
As a result of this workshop, with recommended follow-on group coaching,
you will:

„Having attended this amazing NCSWorkshop in Austria we are seriously
considering to integrate this concept
of human resources development
into our Falkensteiner Academy to
strengthen our management’s and
employees’ mind-set, thus benefitting
our international Group’s fundament
for our overall future development and
further growth.”
– Dipl. BW Claudia Beermann, CFO
FMTG - Falkensteiner Michaeler
Tourism Group

DR. HANS STEINBICHLER

·	Learn how the brain works and why this is important for change
·	Set intentions for yourself and your organization for new potentials and
ways of BEING
·	Apply practices, based on neuroscience, to create pathways to new
potentials and new ways of BEING for you and your organization
·	Experience how to mentally rewire your brain

Dr. Joe Dispenza,researcher, best-selling author, and global
lecturer, has worked closely with master trainers and curriculum
design experts to create a program specifically designed to
facilitate organizational change. Through a rigorous application,
selection, and certification process, Dr. Dispenza has personally
certified trainers to deliver this work.

CONTACT YOUR CERTIFIED NCS CONSULTANT TODAY
Hans has over 40 years of global experience in leadership training, Coaching &
consultancy in tourism, transport, logistics and agriculture. He strongly believes in
interdisciplinary thinking and therefore composes his teams depending on the needs of
his clients and the project’s conditions.
In 2017, Hans became a Certified NCS Consultant to utilize the power of Dr. Joe’s
processes and tools to facilitate positive culture shifts for individuals, teams and
organizations. Speaking five languages, he operates both in Europe and globally.

+43 664 321 73 73
HansS@neurochangesolutions.com
www.neurochangesolutions.com

